
RYDER CUP REPLAY—EXAMPLE PLAY SHEET 

 Mickelson has the honour and tees off. He could 'Gamble' from the tee but decides to play normally, rolling one red and one green 
die. The total is 4, an A result from his Card and this, cross-referenced with the Tee Results line produces an RP of 5, on the fair-
way to the right. Poulter decides to 'Gamble' and rolls the two red dice, total 9, an X results from his 'G' column! Check the Result 
Grid, X against Tee produces an RP of 3, and Poulter has found the Trees ! As Mickelson is further from the flag he plays his sec-
ond shot next. Long-Iron column and decides to Play Safe. He rolls the two green dice and scores 7, an B result under his S col-
umn, B against 5 on the Result Grid produces an RP of E, just on the green. He rolls a single die, a 5, and finds he is 50 feet from 
the pin on the Putting Distances Chart.  Poulter checks the 3 lie, the shot is an 'R' ('Recovery') type with another option to Gamble. 
He decides not to Gamble, rolls a 7 with the two red dice to produce an B, and B against 3 means an RP of 11 - he has successfully 
got out of the rough but is still a Short - Iron shot away from the green. Poulter now can only play a normal Short -Iron shot from lie 
11, rolls one red and one green die, scores 4 which produces a B. B against 11 on the Result Grid results in a B (on the green) and 
a single die roll of 2 means he is 6 feet from the pin. Mickelson's third shot, a 50 foot putt for a birdie to win the hole. He goes for 
the hole (from 22 feet or more he could elect to play safe by putting for position but he wants to hole this one) but rolls a  5 with a 
7ft past result. His next putt must be from the third column headed 'B’ (5-7ft) He has to play first as he is 1ft further away than Poul-
ter and rolls a 12 for his fourth shot, 12 under column three gives him a ‘tap in wide’ means he has scored a bogey for this hole, a 
5. Now Poulter must Putt from the Putting Green lie of B and is 6 feet from the hole. He rolls 8 and gets ‘H/O’ meaning he has 
scored Par and won the hole. The recommended method of recording the action at that hole would produce the following:-   
MICKELSON (H) 5.(50').7’.T/I W.  = 5  Taking Mickelson's line first, the (H) means that he had the honour, the 5 is the RP from the 
tee, he then 'Plays Safe' (as indicated by the brackets) to end 50 feet from the pin, is 7 feet short with his first put, is short again 
with his second but is close enough (T/I'+ Tap In) for the putt to be conceded for a 5 for the hole. POULTER  3.  11.  6'. H/O  = 4     1 
UP   Poulter 'gambles' from the tee (denoted by underlining the resulting RP of 3), plays again to reach RP 11, plays normally to 
finish 6 feet from the flag, and holes out from there for a 4 and to go one up. Poulter would have the honour at the next hole. By this 
method of recording the strokes you can construct an accurate commentary at a later time. The particular type of club used for any 
shot can, of course, be determined at that time by referring again to the Result Grid for the RP in question. In this connection it 
should be noted that when a Long Iron is indicated the actual club used could be a No. 2 or 3 iron or any of the fairway woods, as 
seems most appropriate. NOTE With these example rolls the Putting Rating did not come in to play but with Mickelson rated A, 
ANY putting dice rolls of 7 he would have read the result from one column left of the lying column. For Poulter rated A+ any  

      putting dice rolls of 4, 9 or 10 he would have read the resulting outcome from one column left of the lying column.  Example if  
      Poulters last putt roll had been from 8 feet—column 4—and he had rolled a 4 it would not have been 12in short but read from the 

column to the left– 3rd column—a Hole Out result, due to his better putting rating taking effect. 
 


